AUTHORITATIVE (L)

2 White

2005: 3 0 0 1 $2,825
2004: 0 0 0 0 $0
2003: 0 0 0 0 $0

Owner: Robert B. and Beverly J. Lewis
Trainer: D. Wayne Lukas (29-3-1-3)
Breeder: Mueller Farms Inc.

Class rating for the horse
Jockey in this race
Morning line odds

07Oct05 Bel16 4f 6f :22.24 :46.81 1:12.79 2
16Sep05 Bel12 gd 5f :23.22 :47.51 1:06.81 1
24Aug05 Mth3 f 5f :23.22 :47.51 1:06.81 1

Pablo Morales 15/1

Clm Price: $35,000

Authoritative [122] ObispoStreet1224 Authoritative1224

Current claiming price for this horse
Number of horses in race

Weight carried by this horse in pounds
Speed figure
Pace figure
Lasix Meds

0 0 0 0 $525
0 0 0 0 $525
0 0 0 0 $525

Earnings: Mcl 50000 Mcl 50000 Mcl 40000 (40-30)
Distance: 6f 5f 5f
Age: 2 2 2
Post position: 8 7 7
How the horse ran:
How this horse ran during previous races:
How this horse ran during previous races the small number is lengths behind lead:

Kind of race (this was a Maiden Claimer for $50,000)
Track condition
Time fractions during race of lead horse

07Oct05 Bel16 4f 6f :22.24 :46.81 1:12.79 2
16Sep05 Bel12 gd 5f :23.22 :47.51 1:06.81 1
24Aug05 Mth3 f 5f :23.22 :47.51 1:06.81 1

What track
Dates of previous races
Track condition
Distance
Age

B= Blinkers
L= Lasix Drug

Weight:
Jockey:

Weight:
Jockey:

Weight:
Jockey:

Weight:
Jockey:

How this horse started
Where this horse finished
Horses that finished 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Odds in previous races
Horses that finished

Authoritative [122] ObispoStreet1224 Authoritative1224

Green, impeded foe 1/16 5
Chased outside, tired 6
Tired 9
Bumped start, tired 9
Bumped start, tired 9
Authoritative1224

Green, impeded foe 1/16 5
Chased outside, tired 6
Tired 9
Bumped start, tired 9
Bumped start, tired 9